Gregory Washington is the Dean of The Henry Samueli School of Engineering at the University of California Irvine. Professor Washington has been involved in multidomain research for the last 20 years and is internationally known for his research on ultra-lightweight structurally active antenna systems and other structures that involve the use of “smart materials”. Professor Washington has served on several advisory boards to include the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board and the National Science Foundation Engineering Advisory Board. In Fall 2012 Professor Washington presented on the double bind in engineering and computer science fields at the UC ADVANCE PAID roundtable, reviewing research and data on the ways in which race and gender play into recruitment and retention of Engineering and Computer Science faculty and students.

The event is part of the Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity’s Campus Conversations Series which aims to provide the campus community with opportunities to engage in dialogues about contemporary topics related to equal opportunity and diversity.

This event is free and open to the community. If you have questions or need further information, please call (949) 824-5594 or email rfaraj@uci.edu. To learn more about OEOD, go to: www.oed.ucl.edu.

Co-Sponsors: Cross Cultural Center, UCI ADVANCE, Korean American Scientists and Engineers Association, Mexican American Engineers and Scientists and National Society of Black Engineers.